New Breakthrough Lip Shaper System
Wins GOOD DESIGN Award from Chicago
Athenaeum
SAN FRANCISCO, Calif., Dec. 19, 2013 (SEND2PRESS NEWSWIRE) — CandyLipz® LLC
announced this week that it is the recipient of the Chicago Athenaeum: Museum
of Architecture and Design and The European Centre for Architecture Art
Design and Urban Studies GOOD DESIGN™ award. Since the product launch, the
Xtreme Lip-Shaper® System has received many positive reviews, and now its
design is getting noticed too.
Around since 1950, the GOOD DESIGN™ award remains the oldest and the world’s
most recognized program for design excellence, worldwide.

“The museum received submissions from several thousands of the world’s
leading manufacturers and industrial and graphic design firms from more than
48 countries. I am so proud and humbled to be the recipient of such a
prestigious design award because awarded corporations include some of the
world’s most visionary companies such as Apple Inc., Mercedes-Benz and
Samsung,” Dr. Thienna Ho, inventor of CandyLipz®, says.
In addition to the GOOD DESIGN™ award, the Xtreme Lip-Shaper® System also won
a gold medal for technical design at INPEX, America’s largest invention show,
and, additionally, Dr. Ho was named “Woman Inventor of 2013” by Korea
Invention News. The product has been featured in multiple news stories, and
has also had live, on-air demonstrations on CBS Good Day Sacramento, San
Diego Living, Star 94.1 FM and other media outlets.

CandyLipz® Xtreme Lip-Shaper® System is clinically-proven safe for intended
use. The device uses a 3,500-year-old Chinese “cupping” method (suction) and
is coupled with advanced lip-shaper technology to instantly shape, contour
and enhance the lip’s appearance.
The Xtreme Lip-Shaper® System is easy to use and produces noticeable results
in two minutes; results last for hours. The CandyLipz® lip pumps are
available in several different designs which allow users to create single or
double-lobed lips. For many users, it’s their go-to lip shaping product. In
fact, there’s even a term for using it – CandyLipping.
Dr. Ho adds that the patent-pending design of her invention means that other
companies can’t deliver the same product or results.
Visit the website at: http://candylipz.com/ or view a product video:
http://youtu.be/ujsyoK6hTgI.
About CandyLipz LLC:
CandyLipz® LLC is the manufacturer of the innovative Xtreme Lip-Shaper®
System developed by award-winning inventor Dr. Thienna Ho. The Xtreme LipShaper® System features an easy-to-use, hand-operated suction pump and
advanced lip-shaping technology, allowing users to enhance the appearance,
shape, and contour of their lips naturally – without the side effects of
plastic surgery, injections, drugs or chemicals. The Xtreme Lip-Shaper®
System is small, attractive and portable; it can be used anytime, anywhere.
Users can control the desired effect, from subtle enhancement to double or
even triple their current lip size.
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– Caption: Award-winning Xtreme Lip-Shaper® System.
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